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801 Gorgeous Marx O gauge 7672 Union Pacific diesel passenger set in original box to include M10005 locomotive, Denver
and two Los Angeles coach cars and Squaw Bonnet observation car plus track, transformer and original instruction sheet,
C7+.  The OB is in nice shape with all inserts and dividers.

802 Marx O gauge 8852 Monon diesel freight set in original box to include 81F AA set, 80982 Wabash gondola, 37954
Pennsylvania boxcar, 3855 Monon caboose, track and transformer, C8 other than two small paint chips in the noses of the
diesels.  The OB is complete, solid and square with all inserts and dividers.

803 Marx O gauge Aldens 33345 diesel freight set in original box to include 1998 Santa Fe switcher, 467110 Baltimore and
Ohio boxcar, 347100 Pennsylvania gondola, 2532 Cities Service tank car, 1977 Santa Fe caboose, track and transformer,
C7.  The OB is worn with only one original insert section.

804 Marx O gauge tin lithographed diesel freight set in original box to include 21 Santa Fe AA diesel set, 652 Shell tank car,
13549 stock car, 174580 New York Central boxcar, 1950 GAEX boxcar, 44572 Chesapeake and Ohio gondola, 1951 Santa 
Fe caboose and transformer, C6.  OB is missing some of the original inserts and has inner tape repairs on the lid.

805 Marx O gauge 7675 tin lithographed diesel passenger set in original box to include M10005, Denver, Omaha and Los
Angeles coaches, Squaw Bonnet observation car, track and transformer, C7+.  OB is in great shape with all original inserts
and dividers.

806 Marx O gauge 5899W Canadian Pacific steam passenger set in original box to include 3000 Canadian Pacific steam
locomotive, Canadian Pacific tender, 246 Montreal, 248 Quebec, 250 Winnipeg, 251 Vancouver & 252 Calgary Canadian
Pacific coaches, track, manual switches and transformer, C7.  The OB is complete with a split corner on the lid as well as
shelf and storage wear, the box bottom is very nice with all original inserts and dividers.

807 Incredible Marx O gauge 7096 copper Mercury passenger set in original box to include black Mercury electric steam
locomotive with brass and copper trim, New York Central tender, baggage, two Toledo coach and Detroit observation cars
plus track and 90 degree crossover, C7 to 7+.  The OB is nice and complete with all original inserts and dividers.

808 Marx O gauge 41822 diesel freight set in original box to include Santa Fe diesel AB set (missing both horns), two 176893
New York Central boxcars, 5545 Chicago Burlington and Quincy flat car, 1977 Santa Fe caboose, track, transformer and
two plastic signs, C7 unless otherwise noted.  OB lid is worn but the box bottom is extremely nice with all original inserts
and dividers.

809 Marx O gauge 35150 steam passenger set in original box to include 4-6-2 333 steam locomotive, die cast New York
Central tender, 234 Pullman & vista dome and Meteor observation cars, track, transformer and one tin sign, C7.  OB is
very nice complete, solid and square with all original inserts and dividers.

810 Marx O gauge 9644 Kansas City Southern diesel freight set in original box to include 54 Kansas City Southern diesel AB
set, 91257 Seaboard gondola, 37967 Pennsylvania boxcar, 5563 Kansas City Southern caboose, track, transformer and
small accessories (dummy signal is broken), C7.  OB is complete, solid and square with all original inserts and dividers.

811 Marx O gauge 9613 Southern Pacific diesel freight set in original box to include 6000 Southern Pacific diesel AA set,
37956 Pennsylvania boxcar, 80982 Wabash gondola, 1235 Southern Pacific caboose, track, transformer, telephone poles
and several green plastic animals that may or may not be Marx, C6-7.  The OB lid is worn with split corners and tape
repairs, the box bottom is nice with all original inserts and dividers. 

812 Marx 5926 Army train set including 500 0-4-0 and tender, anti-aircraft gun car, searchlight car, tank flatcar, lighted official
car, track and transformer, all original C7.  The OB is complete, solid and square with all original inserts and dividers.

813 Marx O gauge 9452 Baltimore and Ohio diesel freight set in original box to include 62 Baltimore and Ohio AA diesel
units, Pennsylvania boxcar, Wabash gondola, Baltimore and Ohio caboose, track and transformer. Engines are C6 due to
several scratches, cars are C8 area.  OB is very nice complete, solid and square with all original inserts and dividers.
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814 Marx O gauge 9613 Southern Pacific diesel freight set in original box to include 6000 Southern Pacific diesel AA set,
37956 Pennsylvania boxcar, 80982 Wabash gondola, 1235 Southern Pacific caboose, track, transformer, telephone poles
and several green plastic animals that may or may not be Marx, C6.  The OB lid is complete and nice but does have some
water stains, the box bottom is nice with all original inserts and dividers.

815 Marx O gauge 8842 Kansas City Southern diesel freight set in original box to include 54 Kansas City Southern diesel AB
set, Pennsylvania 37953 boxcar, Wabash gondola, Kansas City Southern caboose, track and transformer, C7. Set box is 
nice but does have some shelf wear. Box bottom is nice with all original inserts and dividers.

816 Marx O gauge 474 Canadian Pacific steam passenger set in original box to include 3000 loco, Canadian Pacific tender, 247 
Toronto, 250 Winnipeg, 251 Vancouver and 252 Calgary cars. Set shows some play wear, C6 area. Includes track and the 
key.  The box lid is worn with corner repairs but the bottom is very nice with all original inserts and dividers.

817 Marx boxed set 25000/12 with two separate boxes to include 999 steam locomotive, NYC tender, 347000 Pennsylvania
gondola, 35461 Southern Pacific reefer, 256 Niacet tank car, 3553, 92812 Reading caboose, two bumpers, track, switches,
transformer, a few small accessories and original instruction sheets, C7.  The top of one original box and the bottom of the
other were glued and then it pulled the cardboard when they were separated.  The boxes are nice otherwise, both are
complete, solid and square and include all original inserts and dividers.

818 Large Marx O gauge 15400M steam freight set in original box from Montgomery Ward. Set includes 897 litho loco, NYC
tender, 553 NYC tank car, Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, Pennsylvania hopper, 567, New York Central dump car, Rock
Island gondola, flatcar with lumber and a 556 New York Central caboose. Set is nice C6-7. Also includes boxed 438
crossing gate, 420 flasher, NYC gantry crane, two bumpers, five signs, track, transformer, switches and a cardboard
billboard.  OB is complete, solid and square with all original inserts and dividers.

819 Fantastic Marx O gauge 9079W Union Pacific articulated passenger set in original box to include M10005 diesel 
locomotive, baggage, three Omaha & two Denver coach and Squaw Bonnet observation cars plus track, transformer and a
416 floodlight tower, C7.  OB is complete with inner corner repairs and other wear to the lid but the base is really nice and
includes all original inserts and dividers.

820 Marx O gauge 45339 diesel freight and passenger set in original box to include 21 Santa Fe F3 AA set, two 3152 Pullman
and 3197 observation cars, GAEX boxcar, Chesapeake and Ohio gondola, and Santa Fe caboose plus track, transformer,
switches and original instruction sheets, C7.  OB is complete, solid and square but has many punctures to the lid.  The box
bottom is very nice and includes many of the all original inserts and dividers. 

821 Marx O gauge Allstate 9822 steam freight set in original box to include 1666 steam locomotive with steam chest smoke,
New York Central slope back tender, aqua Allstate tank car, 34178 Great Northern boxcar, 347100 Pennsylvania gondola,
18326 New York Central caboose, track, transformer, trestle, empty smoke fluid bottle and track power clip, C7.  OB is
worn with tape repairs and includes some original and some homemade inserts.

822 Gorgeous Marx O gauge 10000W Union Pacific articulated passenger set in original box to include M10005 diesel
locomotive, baggage, Omaha, Denver & three Los Angeles coach and Squaw Bonnet observation cars plus track,
transformer and switches, C7.  OB is complete with two split corners and other wear to the lid but the base is really nice
and includes all original inserts and dividers.

823 Marx O gauge 4065 military train set in original box to include 400 olive drab steam locomotive, black New York Central
tender, three flat cars, Army official observation car, track, transformer and five silver hard plastic army loads, C6-7.  OB is
complete, solid and square and includes some of the original inserts and dividers.

824 Marx O gauge 3987 steam freight set in original box to include Canadian Pacific style steam locomotive, New York
Central tender, 59 Union Pacific open slat stock car, 552 Rock Island gondola, 553 Santa Fe tank car, 556 New York
Central caboose, track, transformer, track power clip and original instruction sheet, C7.  OB is very nice complete, solid
and square with all original inserts and dividers.
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825 Marx O gauge 4923 steam freight set in original box to include scarce Marlines Canadian Pacific style steam loco, NYC
tender, 552 Rock Island gondola, 59 Union Pacific cattle car, 567 NYC side dumping car, 556 NYC caboose, transformer,
track. crossover and original instruction sheet, C7, all original.  OB is in great shape complete, solid and square but missing
most of the inserts or dividers.

826 Marx O gauge 10500 steam freight set in original box to include a pressed steel steam loco, Nickel Plate Road tender,
Pennsylvania boxcar, Wabash gondola, Nickel Plate Road caboose, track, transformer and original instruction sheet, C6-7.
Includes a very nice OB that is complete, solid and square with all original inserts and dividers.

827 Marx O gauge 5525 steam freight set in original box to include pressed steel loco, New York Central tender, Lackawanna
gondola, PRR boxcar, New York Central 20102 caboose, track, transformer, insert, original instruction sheet, punch outs
and a boxed 392 tunnel.  OB is nice complete, solid and square with all original inserts and dividers.

828 Marx O gauge 52965 Army train set in original box to include 666 die cast olive drab steam locomotive with smoke,
plastic Army tender, two 2246 flat cars with original loads, 2130 tank caboose, howitzer, DUCK boat, flag with pole and
base, nearly full bottle of smoke fluid, track, transformer and track power clip, C7-8.  OB is complete with water stains but 
the base is very nice with all original inserts and dividers.

829 Scarce prewar O gauge boxed British Marx passenger set to include electric No. 3978 steam 0-4-0 locomotive Marlines
tinplate tender, two LM Marlines passenger coaches, track and track power terminal, C7.  OB is nice and clean, complete,
solid and square with all original inserts and dividers.

830 Nice Marx O gauge mechanical passenger set in original box to include Commodore Vanderbilt steam locomotive, New
York Central tender, two 245 Bogota & 246 Montclair coaches and 201 observation cars plus a mint two tone whistle,
track, switches, original key and inspection slip, C7.  OB is very nice, complete, solid and square with all original inserts
and dividers.

831 Marx O gauge 8612 Monon diesel freight set in original box to include 81F Monon power unit, 19847 black Sinclair tank 
car, 86000 Lackawanna hopper, 241708 Baltimore and Ohio gondola, 4489 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine boxcar,
31055 Monon caboose, track and track power adapter, C7-8.  OB is complete, solid and square with all original inserts and
dividers.

832 Marx O gauge 9522 Baltimore and Ohio diesel freight set in original box to include 62 Baltimore and Ohio AA diesels,
Wabash gondola, Pennsylvania 37956 boxcar, C515 Baltimore and Ohio caboose, track and transformer, C7-8.  OB is nice
complete, solid and square with all original inserts and dividers.

833 Marx Happi-Time O gauge 09618 steam freight set in original box to include plastic 400 electric 0-4-0 steam locomotive,
New York Central tender, 59 Union Pacific stock car, 28500 Lehigh Valley gondola, UTLX 553 tank car, and 20102 New
York Central caboose, a large assortment of original hard plastic accessories, track and transformer, C7-8.  OB has some
minor water stains but is complete, solid and square otherwise with all original inserts and dividers.

834 Marx O gauge 9522 Baltimore and Ohio diesel freight set in original box to include 62 Baltimore and Ohio AA diesels,
Wabash gondola, Pennsylvania 37956 boxcar, C515 Baltimore and Ohio caboose, track and transformer, C7-8.  OB is nice
complete, solid and square with all original inserts and dividers. 

835 Scarce Marx O gauge 56844 Hudson steam freight set in original box to include 1829 4-6-4 Hudson steam locomotive with
smoke, Santa Fe tender, 28236 Virginian hopper, 51170 Erie gondola, 4528 Erie flat car with tractor loads, 43461 Southern
Pacific reefer, 4427 Santa Fe caboose, track transformer and inspection slip, C7-8.  OB is nice, complete, solid and square
with some graffiti on the lid.  The base is extremely nice and clean with all original inserts and dividers. Loco was tested
and performed perfectly although no guarantees stand as to operability.

836 Fantastic Marx sparkling mechanical train set in original box, well cared for and few signs of wear.  Set includes
Commodore Vanderbilt steam locomotive, silver band New York Central tender, 738701 Pennsylvania high side gondola,
90171 B&LE boxcar, 556 New York Central caboose, track and key, C7+.  OB is slightly worn but is complete with most
original inserts.
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837 Three Marx O gauge boxed train sets to include two mechanical and one battery operated sets, C7+.  All three OBs are in 
great shape with all original inserts and dividers.

838 Five Marx O gauge steam freight sets in original boxes to include Allstate 9740 mechanical set, 5852, 5525, 4040 and one 
unknown set.  They all appear to be complete with steam locomotives, tenders and as many as 5 freight cars per set.  Trains
range from C7 to C7+ and the boxes are all complete, solid and square but one does have duct tape all the way around the
lid.  The box bottoms are all in nice shape with all original inserts and dividers.

839 Two Marx O gauge battery operated train sets in original boxes to include 2503 and 2505 which have steam locomotive, 
tender, two freight cars and track in each set, C7-8.

840 Two Marx O gauge 522 and 526 mechanical train sets in original boxes.  each set includes a steam locomotive, tender and 
two freight cars plus track, C7-8.  Includes two very nice OBs with original inserts.

841 Two scarce Marx O gauge smoking mechanical train sets in original boxes.  Each set includes a rare smoking mechanical 
locomotive with tender and three freight cars plus track, C7-8.  Both set boxes are clean, complete, solid and square with
all original inserts and dividers.

842 Beautiful Wyandotte O gauge mechanical freight set in original box to include 970 steam locomotive, 3689 tender, gondola
and 41021 caboose plus track, C8.  There is no key with this set.  the original box is in fantastic shape, complete, solid and
square.

843 Four mint Marx O gauge freight cars in original boxes to include 3555 boxcar, 3553 tank car, 3552 gondola and 3582 high
side gondola, C9.  All four OBs are complete but have some wear as seen in the photos.

844 Four mint Marx O gauge freight cars in original boxes to include 3555 GAEX boxcar, 3553 Cities Service tank car and two
3552 Baltimore and Ohio gondolas, C9.  All four OBs are extremely nice with some minor wear and includes most, if not
all original inserts.

845 Group of Marx O gauge train accessories to include 073/3 lamp posts, trestle bridge, 1414 bridge and trestle set, 510 
mechanical switches and two girder bridges in original boxes.  Also includes two loose girder brides, Oak par  and battery
whistling stations plus a tin lithographed tunnel.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined
every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a
lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

846 Nice Hafner O gauge Union Pacific streamlined passenger set in original box to include M-10000 mechanical locomotive,
coach and observation cars, C7.  The OB is in great shape and includes the one original insert that came with it.

847 Hafner Overland Flyer Sunshine Special mechanical passenger set to include 1110 steam locomotive, 1190 tender, two
coach and observation cars, C7.

848 Hafner O gauge steam passenger set in blue and white to include 1010 steam locomotive, 1010 tender, two Pullman and
observation cars, C7.

849 Hafner O gauge mechanical steam freight set in original box to include 1010 red and gold steam locomotive, silver tender,
reefer, two gondolas and caboose, C7+.  The OB is somewhat brittle with a large chunk missing from top and two from the
side as well.

850 Fantastic Hafner steam freight set in original box to include black and silver 1010 steam locomotive with key, black tender,
4825 Santa Fe boxcar, 91876 gondola, 81932 Pennsylvania caboose and track, C8-9.  The original box is in fantastic shape
with all original inserts and dividers.

851 Marx O gauge Commodore Vanderbilt steam passenger set to include  nice New York Central electric steam locomotive,
New York Central tender, Montclair & Bogota Pullman and observation cars plus a 556 New York Central tender, C6-7.

852 Marx O gauge 4065 Army train set in original box to include 400 steam locomotive and New York Central tender, three
flat cars with original loads and official observation car, C6-7.  Also includes some track and transformer, the OB is
complete, solid and square with all original inserts and dividers. 
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853 Large group of Marx O gauge trains with one original box to include a hand car, three locomotive s and numerous freight
cars.  Includes a complete mechanical set in original box which accounts for one of the three locomotives.  This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

854 Marx O gauge tinplate Army supply train to include 500 steam locomotive, 500 tender, flat car with missing vehicle, anti 
aircraft car, searchlight car cannon car and official observation car, C6.

855 Five Marx O gauge tinplate Army train cars to include radio car, two searchlight cars, cannon car and official observation 
car.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

856 Marx O gauge tinplate small Army Supply Train to include 500 steam locomotive, 500 tender, searchlight car, anti aircraft 
flat car, airflow flat car with missing truck and official observation car, C6.

857 Marx O gauge plastic Army train to include die cast 666 steam locomotive, plastic components include tender, 2236
gondola, 2824 flat car with missiles and unnumbered flat car with tank, C6, may clean to a higher grade.

858 Great group of Unique Art o gauge tin lithographed trains to include two steam locomotives, two tenders, three hoppers, 
two boxcars, a caboose, a transformer control tower and a #100 boxcar empty box.  Trains are mostly C7+ but a few are C6
+ to C7-.

859 Unique Art electric tin lithographed steam freight set to include steam locomotive with matching tender, hard to find stock
car, hopper and caboose with brakeman, C6-7.

860 Group of various early tinplate O gauge trains to include three Joy Line freight cars, three Sunshine Special and three
Overland Flyer passenger cars, an unmarked tender and a Bing tender.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

861 Hafner Overland Flyer green steam passenger set to include 1110 steam locomotive, 1190 tender, baggage, coach and
observation cars, C6-7.

862 Hafner tinplate O gauge steam passenger set to include a unique white and chrome steam locomotive, chrome and green
tender, three Pullman and observation cars, C7.  Includes a group of mechanical track as well.

863 Joy Line mechanical O gauge steam freight set to include red steam locomotive, four Pullman and observation cars, C6-7.

864 Marx O gauge tinplate steam passenger set to include Canadian Pacific style steam locomotive with copper and black
decoration, copper New York Central tender, Bogota & Montclair Pullman and observation cars, C7.

865 American Flyer prewar O gauge tinplate steam passenger set to include mechanical steam locomotive, 120 tender, two
different 1108 baggage and 1107 Jefferson cars, C7.

866 Bing prewar O gauge mechanical steam passenger set to include cast iron steam locomotive, tender, 617 Pennsylvania
coach and 529 Pennsylvania observation cars, C6.

867 Bing miniature railways steam freight and passenger set to include 3302 LMS 0-6-0 steam locomotive, 5423 Fish boxcar,
54849 NE reefer and two passenger coaches, C6-7.

868 KBN Bub O gauge clockwork steam passenger set to include a nice steam locomotive with tender, two red, blue and brown
coaches, C6-7.

869 Nice Ives prewar O gauge mechanical steam passenger set in original box to include cast iron No. 1 steam locomotive,
NYC&HR tender, 50 baggage and 51 chair car plus track, C7.  The OB is worn on one side with missing cardboard but is
still bright with nice graphics. 

870 Bing prewar O gauge locomotives and passenger cars including two die cast locomotives, one with original key, 1012
tender, unmarked tender, and 210 passenger car. Trains are C5 to C6.
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871 Neat prewar mechanical O gauge steam passenger set to include cast iron steam locomotive, unmarked tender, Canadian
Flyer Canadian Pacific coach and Overland Flyer American Express baggage car, C7.

872 American Flyer prewar O gauge electric passenger set in original box to include 1096 box cab electric locomotive, two
1120 Seattle coaches, a few track clips and an original instruction tag, C7.  The OB is very nice and includes all original
inserts and dividers.

873 Prewar Empire Express tin lithographed steam passenger set to include cast iron mechanical steam locomotive and tender,
C6+, four unnumbered and one 517 coach, C7-8.  Both boxes are in nice shape and one has a few pieces of mechanical
track.

874 American Flyer prewar O gauge mechanical steam passenger set in original box to include cast iron steam locomotive, 120
tender, 1108 baggage, 1107 coach and track, C6+.  The original box is split on three corners but the base has all original
inserts and dividers.

875 Fantastic American Flyer prewar O gauge mechanical steam passenger set in original box to include A.F. 13 cast iron
steam locomotive, 120 tender, 1108 blue baggage and 1107 Baltimore and Ohio coach plus track.  The OB is very nice
with two bright labels, the base includes all original inserts and dividers.

876 American Flyer prewar O gauge mechanical steam passenger set in original box to include A.F. 12 cast iron steam 
locomotive, 120 tender, blue and yellow 1108 baggage and 1107 coaches plus track.  The original box lid is worn at the
corners and edges. However, nice labels and the base has all original inserts and dividers.

877 American Flyer prewar O gauge mechanical steam passenger set in original box to include A.F. 10 cast iron steam
locomotive, 120 tender, yellow and green 1108 baggage and 1107 coaches plus track.  The OB has two split corners but
has nice labels and the base has all original inserts and dividers.

878 Group of vintage boxed tin toys to include battery operated Masudaya Western special locomotive, Alps shuttling freight
train, Ranger mechanical train and track set with trains and an Automatic Toy Co, #360 Union Station (no trains included),
C6-7.

879 Small group of tin lithographed toys and train accessories to include Marx Girard station, Marx universal Union Station,
Wyandotte Toytown Fire Dept building only and an unmarked modern mechanical twin train set.  Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

880 Wolverine Supply No. 31 mechanical merry go round tin lithographed toy, complete and works, C6-7.  Toy measures 11” 
in diameter and stands 12” tall to the tops of the banners.

881 Three battery operated toys with two original boxes to include Yonezawa Cragstan Crapshooter, Alps Lucky seven dice
throwing monkey and unboxed 1901 mystery action antique car, C7.

882 Hubley die cast Police motorcycle, possibly Harley Davidson or Indian, C6 due to paint chips. 

883 Fantastic Wyandotte Toytown Ice Company delivery truck with an original clear block of ice, C7+.

884 Group of Marx mechanical ton lithographed toys with one original box to include a Looping Plane and two Honeymoon
Express toys.  The Looping Plane is C6, the Honeymoon Express toys include one with an open bottom that is C6+, the
other is a closed bottom example is C8.  The OB is worn and may be missing inner flaps.

885 Marx prewar tin lithographed turnover tank No. 3, tested and does run but the motor isn’t strong enough to tip the tank over
onto itself.

886 Texaco Fire Chief Helmet made by park plastics, C7+.

887 Ferdinand Strauss Yell-O-Taxi tin clockwork toy, tested and working, C7, measures 7 3/4" long.

888 Early German made Toonerville Trolley tin clockwork floor toy, C7.
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889 Unique Art mechanical Kiddy Cyclist tin lithographed toy, tested and working but with a slightly weakened mechanism,
C7.

890 Scarce Marx O gauge Moon Mullins and Kayo pressed steel and tin lithographed hand car, designed for use on track, C6-7.

891 Marx or Wyandotte pressed steel airplane, no missing or damaged parts, C6, measures 10 1/4" long with a 14” wing span.

892 Lionel Craft 44 speed boat, tested and runs, includes original drivers, C6-7.

893 Flat full of vintage lead painted figures made by Barclay, Britains, J Hill Co and others.  Ranging from standard gauge
down to O gauge.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

894 Group of modern die cast 1/24 or 1/25 cars and trucks to include the Yorkshire Co., Ertl and Liberty Classics, C7-8.

895 Flat full of Matchbox and Corgi die cast vehicles, includes almost all vintage items with the exception of about three items.
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

896 Large group of 79 Marx tin lithographed WWII soldiers  to include thirty 15 points infantry-private charging, three 10 
points infantry-private, five 30 points infantry-captain, nineteen 25 points Howitzer, three 5 pints infantry-private, and
nineteen 50 point 3-inch anti-aircraft gun, C7.

897 Marx tin lithographed wind-up tank with pop up shooting soldier, tested but not working very well, C7 otherwise.

898 Unique Art G.I. Joe and the K-9 Pups tin wind-up, tested and working, C7.

899 Marx US Army Training Center and Western Ranch play sets in original boxes, includes an lot of parts and two buildings
but completeness cannot be verified.  The Training center box is very nice but the other box is somewhat worn.  Sold as-is
as seen in the photos with no returns.

900 Unique Art Jazzbo Jim tin wind-up toy, not working at all, the key is locked up and will not turn and the toy itself does
have some rust.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

901 Marx Balky Mule tin lithographed wind-up, tested but not working properly, C7 otherwise.

902 Marx tin lithographed Amos N Andy Fresh Air Taxi clockwork toy, tested and working, C7.

903 Lehmann tin lithographed clockwork Balky Mule toy, tested but not working, C6-7.

904 Ferdinand Strauss Top Top Porter tin wind-up toy, tested but doesn’t work properly, maybe just needs some adjustment, no
missing parts, C6.

905 Nice Arcade Yellow cab Taxi with original driver and hardened white rubber tires, C7, measures 7 3/4" long.

906 Nice Arcade Yellow cab Taxi with original driver, painted metal wheels, C6, measures 9" long.

907 Cast iron Coast to Coast stake bed semi tractor trailer, C6, measures just under 7" long.

908 Hubley Bell Telephone cast iron truck with accessories, C7 but has penciled marks on all four truck tires and melt marks on
the trailer tires.

909 Box full of vintage odd toys to include Lionel-Porter Chemcraft set, Tinker Toys, Gilbert 10021 erector set, Tom Thumb
typewriter, plus various plastic, die cast and tin vehicles.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns. 
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910 Two cast iron and one die cast cap guns with three leather holsters and belt.  Guns include Hubley Pioneer, Hubley Texan
and Hubley Army 45.  The three holsters do not go with any of the guns but the three are all matching.  Sold as-is as seen
in the photos with no returns.

911 Group of Lineol composition soldiers and tent.  includes eight each of, prone, kneeling and standing (all firing rifle).  Each
rifle is missing most or all of the material from the metal skeleton.  The tent is discolored and has a hole in one side.  Sold 
as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

912 Group of vintage lead painted figures and accessories, includes standard gauge down to S gauge figures.  Sold as-is as seen
in the photos with no returns.

913 Mint Structo pressed steel 271 Ready Mix Concrete truck in original box, C9, measures 21" long.   The OB looks nice but
is weakened a bit from water damage.

914 Tonka pressed steel yellow and red dump truck, C6, measures 13 1/4" long.

915 Wyandotte emergency service tow truck, plastic and tin lithographed, C6, measures 15" long.

916 Two 1960’s Tonka pressed steel fire pumper trucks, one white and one red.  White one is C6, red one is C7.

917 Doepke pressed steel pumper and ladder fire trucks, missing some parts and ladders, C6.

918 Repainted Buddy L pressed steel outdoor train steam locomotive, has some dents and needs some help in the pilot area, 
otherwise C6.

919 Doepke pressed steel fire ladder truck, missing the original beacon lens, C6+. 

920 Doepke pressed steel fire ladder truck with outriggers and die cast ladders, C6-7.

921 Restored Structo pressed steel dump truck with battery operated headlights, looks C7-8, measures 23 1/4" long.

922 Nice Structo pressed steel stake bed farm truck, all original, C7, measures 21 1/2" long.

923 Turner pressed steel fire ladder truck, all original and appears to be complete, C6, measures 25 1/4" long with ladders
included.

924 1960’s Buddy L pressed steel fire ladder truck, original, C6-7, measures 25 1/4" long.

925 Two 1970’s Tonka pressed steel fire trucks including a Snorkel and a ladder truck, C7+.  Trucks measure 20 1/2” and 25”
respectively.

926 Doepke Barber Greene pressed steel sand loader, missing the rubber belt and the drive chain, otherwise C6.

927 Marx pressed steel US Army transport truck, looks C6 but may clean up to a higher grade, measures 18 1/2" long.

928 Minty Structo pressed steel road grader in original box, C9 although the left side decal was improperly placed at the factory
so some letters are missing but the rubber stack was never installed and is still wrapped into the steering wheel.  The box
includes the original insert but does have wear and water stains.  the grader measures 17 3/4" long.

929 Doepke pressed steel Adams road grader, complete, all original, C7, measures 25 7/8" long.

930 Large Ertl die cast Ford 5550 back hoe, all original, no damage, C7, measures approximately 24" long with the loader
bucket down and the back hoe retracted.

931 Marx mechanical action hydraulic dump truck BOX ONLY, measures 20 3/8 x 7 3/4 x 8 inches.  The box is in exceptional
condition with one sealed end.
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932 Four collectible die cast airplanes to include three Liberty Classics and one Ertl plus an Ertl True Value truck set in original 
box.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

933 Mint unused Lionel 222 construction set in original box  with original instruction booklet, C9.

934 Unused Lionel wartime paper freight train in original box, C9 contents with original instruction sheet.  Box is worn with 
tape repairs.

935 Buddy L pressed steel Parcel Delivery pull toy truck, all original, C7, measures 24" long.

936 Chein pressed tin Cord sedan with Hercules balloon tires and a pop up rumble seat, C6, measures 17 3/4" long.

937 Large Keystone pressed steel Packard dump truck, all original with partially remaining decals, C6, measures 26 1/2" long.

938 Buddy L pressed steel Atlas van Lines semi tractor trailer, C7, measures 27 1/2" long.

939 1940’s Buddy L pressed steel International dairy transport semi tanker, all original, C6-7, measures 25 1/8" long.

940 Wyandotte pressed steel Chieftain Cargo Lines semi tractor and trailer, C7, measures 24 1/4" long.

941 Buddy L pressed steel Model T pick up truck, all original, C7, measures 12" long.

942 Buddy L pressed steel Rival Dog food delivery box truck with extras to include two pressed steel banks from the 1950’s.
Truck looks C7 but has decal issues on the right side, measures 14 1/2" long.

943 Dunwell pressed steel private label Land-O-Lakes semi tractor & trailer, C6+ to C7 with some decal wear on both sides,
measures 22 3/4" long.

944 Buddy L pressed steel Army truck with trailer, all original but missing canopies or covers for both pieces that should have
had metal wire frames on each end, C6+, measures 34" long as a hitched unit

945 Buddy L pressed steel Express Line semi tractor and trailer with battery operated headlights, all original, C6, measures 23
1/2" long.

946 1940’s Buddy L pressed steel Hy-Way maintenance motorized truck, all original, motor is intact but does not work,
otherwise C6, measures 21" long.

947 Buddy L pressed steel Model T flivver, all original, C7, measures 12" long.

948 Large Buddy L pressed steel Express Line open cab delivery truck, all original, C6, measures 24 3/4" long.

949 Restored Keystone US Army pressed steel covered truck, looks C8, super job done on this old beauty, measures 26 1/2"
long.

950 Buddy L pressed steel 5844 Sit-n-Ride steam shovel in original box , this may have been used in the New York Toy Fair as
a sample as it has written on the box end  “New York Sample” but no provenance is available.  It is in great shape and all
original, C7, and includes for whatever reason, a set of rubber tracks.  the box is complete with one sealed end and two 
original inserts but does have a puncture on each side.

951 Buddy L pressed steel fire ladder truck, all original with battery operated headlights, C6+, measures 22 1/2" long with the
ladders included.

952 Large Buddy L or keystone pressed steel steam shovel, C6-7, measures 19 3/4" long from the rear of the roof to the front of
the .

953 Buddy L City Dray pressed steel truck with battery operated headlights, all original, C5-6, measures 19" long.
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954 Buddy L pressed steel Robotoy electric truck with transformer, almost all original but may have been intended to be a
dump truck whereas the bed was attached solidly to the frame but still retains the dump lever and U shaped support, C6-7,
measures 21 1/2" long.

955 Buddy L pressed steel Wrigley’s International semi tractor and trailer, all original, C6, measures 24 3/4" long.

956 Buddy L No. 434 pressed steel dump truck in original box, all original with battery operated headlights, C6-7, measures 19
1/4" long.  The OB is missing one end flap and does have a sealed end, it does have some water stains but is still a nice
solid box.

957 Buddy L pressed steel Farm Supplies dump truck, all original, C6, measures 21 1/2" long. 

958 Buddy L pressed steel Army Medical Corps truck, all original with cloth cover, C6-7, measures 20 3/4" long.

959 Large restored unmarked pressed steel Mack dump truck, looks C7+, measures 27" long. 

960 Keystone pressed steel ride on Water Tower fire truck with pump, all original, C6-7, appears to be missing some small 
accessories, measures 30 1/2" long.

961 Huge Buddy L pressed steel fire ladder truck, all original, C6-7, measures 38 3/4" long from front to the end of the ladders.

962 Unmarked 1923’s pressed steel dump truck with battery operated headlights, all original, C6, measures 23 1/4" long.

963 Huge Buddy L pressed steel transportation company bus, all original with some areas of surface rust, C6 and solid with no 
weak spots, measures 29 1/4" long.

964 Large Keystone Steam Roller-60 pressed steel toy, all original, C6-7, measures 19" long.

965 Large Buddy L pressed steel fire pumper ladder truck, all original but missing some parts, C6+, measures 29 1/2" long.
with ladders tips included

966 Large Buddy L pressed steel Express Line delivery truck, missing both rear doors and the original pull string that attaches
to the ball joints, C6, measures 24 1/4" long. 

967 Large Buddy L pressed steel Transport Plane airplane, all original, looks C6-7 but is missing two props from one engine
and one prop from another engine.  The plane measures 19 1/2" long with a 27” wing span.

968 Large Buddy L pressed steel Express Line delivery truck, missing the original pull string that attaches to the ball joints, C6
-7, measures 24 1/4" long.

969 Large Buddy L pressed steel open cab dump truck, complete and all original, C6, measures 24 1/2" long.

970 Smith Miller L Mack Bekins van Lines semi tractor and trailer, all original aside of a small touch up on the roof, C6+,
measures 28 3/4" long.

971 Large Keystone pressed steel ride-on Packard Aerial Ladder fire truck, C6, all original, measures 30 3/4" long.

972 Large Buddy L pressed steel pick up truck, missing the tail gate but all original and C6, measures 24 1/4" long.

973 Buddy L pressed steel Repair It service tow truck, C7, measures 21 1/2” long.

974 Large Buddy L pressed steel White pickup truck, all original, C6, measures 26" long.

975 Large Buddy L pressed steel Allied van Lines pull toy semi tractor trailer, all original, C6, measures 29 1/2" long.

976 Partially restored Buddy L pressed steel tank Line truck, looks C7 although the tank, frame and likely the wheels have all
been restored, the cab of the truck and decal looks all original, C7, measures 23 2/4" long.
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977 Restored Buddy L pressed steel Bell System ladder utility truck, looks C7, measures 28" long.

978 Restored Sturditoy pressed steel American LaFrance pumper fire truck, looks C8, measures 26 1/4" long.

979 Large Buddy L pressed steel Aerial fire truck, all original, C6, measures 39 1/4" long.

980 1950’s Buddy L pressed steel hydraulic dump truck, C7+, measures 22" long.

981 Restored Buddy L pressed steel Aerial fire truck, looks C8, measures 38 1/4" long.

982 Large Buddy L pressed steel chain driven dump truck, all original, C6, measures 24 1/4" long.

983 Beautiful Buddy L pressed steel sit-n-ride steam shovel, all original, C8, measures 17" long as seen sitting in the photos.

984 Large Keystone pressed steel Water Tower fire truck, all original with some missing parts and a loose water cannon, C6,
measures 32" long.

985 Fantastic Buddy L M101 clicker firing machine gun in original box, C7+, tested and works, measures 25" long.  The OB is
complete and in very nice shape.

986 Buddy l pressed steel printing press with a worn instruction booklet, C6-7.

987 Buddy L pressed steel Industrial train set with track, includes locomotive, flat car, bulkhead car, gondola, side dump and
tipping cars as well as twelve curved and eight strait track sections, C6.

988 Buddy L pressed steel concrete mixer, looks great from one end but the step is badly bent on one corner.  It could be fixed
but some paint has chipped as a result.  Measures 23" long.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

989 Corgi Major 1143 American LaFrance aerial rescue truck in original box, C9, the OB is complete with some storage wear.

990 Mint Siku V318 Container transporter and V288 Aral tankers in original boxes, C9-10.

991 Scarce Winross Space Controls and REA Express trucks in original boxes, C9-10.  Both OBs are very nice  with plastic
windows intact.

992 Four mint 1960’s Winross trucks in original boxes to include St. Regis lighting fixture Co., Foxx Paper Co. flat bed with
four wooden logs, Wintergreen Baking Co. and Steel Co. flatbed with a single I-beam, C9.  All four OBs are in great shape
with two having original cellophane still attached but opened.

993 Winross Zip Code and two Howard Johnson’s trucks with one original box, C8, however, one of the Hojo’s trailers has a
missing hitch pin.

994 Dinky Supertoys Leyland Octopus, C7.

995 Dinky Supertoys Foden Mobilgas tanker, C7.

996 Dinky Supertoys Golden Shred Guy van, C6-7.

997 Dinky Supertoys 531 Leyland Comet and 582 Bedford Pullmore, C7-8.

998 Dinky Supertoys 965 Euclid rear dump truck in original box, C8.  The OB is mint with the original insert.

999 Dinky Supertoys 9918 Ever Ready guy van in original box, C7, OB is complete with minor surface wear.

1000 Dinky Bedford and Austin trucks to include 252 refuse wagon, 410 Bedford tipper trucks and 412 Austion covered wagon,
C7.  Also included is “Dinky Toys”, written by Dr. Edward Force, in mint condition, printed in 1988.

1001 Mint Dinky 409 Bedford articulated lorry in original box, C9-10, OB is extremely nice complete, solid and square.
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1002 Tough Dinky 431 Guy 4-ton lorry in original box, C8-9, OB is very nice, complete, solid and square.

1003 Mint Dinky Capstan Morris commercial van in original box, C9.  The box is complete, solid and square but does have 
some surface wear.

1004 Dinky 422 Fordson Thames flat truck and farm produce wagon in original boxes, both are C7-8.  Both OBs are complete, 
solid and square with very minor if any wear at all. 

1005 American Flyer prewar wide gauge Eagle observation car, C7.

1006 Lionel prewar standard gauge Mojave electric passenger set to include 402E electric locomotive with missing hand rails on
both sides, 418 parlor, 419 Combine and 490 observation cars, C6 unless otherwise noted.

1007 Group of mostly repainted Lionel prewar standard gauge trains to include 38 and 53 electric locomotives, 112 gondola, 113
stock car, 114 boxcar, and 117 caboose, all repainted or restored to look C7.  Also includes and original 114 boxcar and
117 caboose that are C6.

1008 Group of repainted and partially restored Lionel prewar standard gauge trains to include  repainted 10 electric locomotive,
original 337 Pullman in pea green and three peacock blue passenger cars with restored sides and original roofs to include
332 baggage, 339 Pullman and 341 observation cars.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1009 Ives prewar standard gauge 690 electric passenger set in original box to include 3235 box cab electric locomotive with
some missing parts and a loose roof, 184 Club and 186 observation cars, C6.  the OB is mostly complete with a chunk
missing from one side, the bottom has tape repairs along one bottom side but still has all of the inserts / dividers.

1010 Lionel prewar O gauge electric passenger set to include 253 box cab electric locomotive, two 607 Pullman and 608
observation cars, C6.

1011 Lionel prewar O gauge electric passenger set to include repainted 248 box cab electric locomotive, two 529 Pullman and
530 observation cars, C6-7.

1012 Repainted Lionel prewar O gauge 252 locomotive with four passenger cars to include three 529 Pullman and 530
observation cars.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1013 Two Lionel Postwar O gauge electric passenger sets to include two 248 box cab electric locomotives, two red and one
green 629 Pullman cars and a green 630 observation car, C5-6.

1014 Repainted Lionel Junior prewar O gauge Union Pacific passenger set to include powered unit, coach and observation cars,
looks C7+.

1015 Lionel Junior prewar O gauge articulated passenger set to include powered unit, coach and observation cars, C6.

1016 Group of various American Flyer prewar O gauge rolling stock to include six passenger cars and five freight cars.  Sold as-
is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1017 Marx tin lithographed freight terminal building with some standard gauge track, C6, station is faded in some
areas, measures 29" long.

1018 Marx O gauge 2824 US Air Force missile firing gondola with missile, C7+. 

1019 Lionel prewar O gauge 260E steam locomotive with oil tender, C6+.

1020 Restored Lionel prewar O gauge Red Comet steam passenger set to include 264E Commodore Vanderbilt steam
locomotive, waffle sheet metal tender, two 603 Pullman nd 604 observation cars

1021 Lionel Junior prewar O gauge chrome and red passenger set to include powered car, two coach and observation cars, C6-7.
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1022 Restored Lionel prewar O gauge electric passenger set to include 251 box cab electric locomotive, two 605 Pullman and 
606 observation cars, train looks C7.

1023 American Flyer S gauge 350 Royal Blue steam locomotive and tender, first manufacture with real metal hand rails, C6+. 

1024 American Flyer prewar O gauge steam freight set with four original boxes to include 556 Royal Blue steam locomotive
(dinged in pilot), tender, 480 Shell tank car, 482 flat car with logs and 484 caboose, C7 unless otherwise noted.  The four
OBs are for the three freight cars and includes an extra freight car.

1025 American Flyer S gauge circus train to include 353 steam locomotive and tender, yellow Pullman car, two flat cars and
Allied items to include two semi tractors and four complete animal cages, C7.  Also included are eight hand painted lead
figures that are O scale but are all circus related figures.

1026 Partially restored Lionel prewar O gauge Flying Yankee passenger set to include 616 powered unit with repainted loco
shell, two 617 coaches, 618 observation car and three 616T vestibules with repainted side frames.  Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

1027 Distler tin lithographed 675/6 mechanical train set in original box to include locomotive, tender and passenger car with 
original key, C8.  OB is nice with original insert and four pieces of track to make a full circle.

1028 Restored Lionel Postwar O gauge tinplate passenger cars to include two 2442 Pullman and 2443 observation cars. 
Restored to look C7+ although there are dents in the roof of the observation car.

1029 Large group of Lionel Postwar O gauge steam locomotives and tenders to include 239, 246, 204, 675, 1615, 1664, 2026, 
2026, 2037 and 2065.  Tenders include two 1130T, 2666T, 1615T, 1654W, two 6466T, two 234W and 6466WX.  Sold as-
is as seen in the photos with no returns. 

1030 Marx O gauge steam and diesel freight sets, one boxed.  Sets include a boxed 9500 diesel freight set to include 6000
Southern Pacific diesel AA set, Wabash gondola, Pennsylvania boxcar, Southern Pacific caboose, track and transformer, 
C7.  The steam set includes a 999 die cast steam locomotive, New York Central tender, Baltimore and Ohio gondola, New 
York Central boxcar, Niacet chemical tank car and New York Central caboose, C6.

1031 Odd group of Lionel Postwar O gauge trains to include gunmetal 225E steam locomotive, gunmetal 2225W waffle tender,
3859 dump car and 817 caboose.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1032 Box full of old train transformers to include American Flyer, Lionel, Marx and Ives.  Also includes some Lionel O27 track.
Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1033 Box full of vintage Plasticville buildings with some boxes to include airport hangar, church, switch tower, diner, signal
bridge, yard accessories and TA-1 train accessories set.  Other loose sets includes houses, small parts, telephone poles,
fence and a station.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1034 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include 128 animated newsstand, 442 diner and 71 lamp post, C6+.  Includes an
original box for the 71 that is missing one tuck flap.

1035 American Flyer 30B transformer, needs a new cord as the one existing is brittle and cracked in many places, C6.

1036 Group of Marx and Hafner O gauge tin trains to include four steam locomotives, four tenders and twenty pieces of rolling
stock.  includes one Marx set box that is water stained.  Trains are mostly C6 but a few are a little nicer and a few are a
little worse.

1037 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight to include 261 steam locomotive, sheet metal tender, 805 boxcar, 806 stock car, 804
tank car and 807 caboose, C6.
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1038 Group of American Flyer postwar S gauge trains to include 322 New York Central Hudson with SIT, 282 and 290 Chicago
and Northwestern and 290 Reading steam locomotives with tenders, two 625G Gulf tank cars, two 632 LNE hoppers, two
631 Texas and Pacific  gondolas, two 633 Baltimore and Ohio and 478 boxcars and two 638 reading cabooses, C6.

1039 American Flyer S gauge 4607-A steam freight set, boxed.  Set includes 312 Pennsylvania steam locomotive and tender,
625 Shell tank car,, 632 LNE hopper, 630 Reading caboose, track, uncoupler, track locks and instruction booklet.  trains
are C7 and include all inner boxes for the freight cars and accessories plus a wrap and box for the 312 loco.  The set box is
complete but has two split corners and some water stains.

1040 Nice Marx O gauge 2002 electric hand car in original box, C8, appears to be unrun.  The OB is complete, solid and square.

1041 Hornby O gauge tinplate No. 21 passenger set in original box to include 60985 steam locomotive, British Railways tender,
two 9798 passenger coaches and track, C7+.  OB is complete with all original inserts and dividers but the lid has three split
corners.

1042 Lionel prewar O gauge 914 park landscape plot, all original with orange paper label underneath, C7+.

1043 Lionel prewar standard gauge 77 crossing gate in original box, C7, OB is complete, solid and square with original insert.

1044 Lionel prewar O gauge accessories to include 76 warning bell and shack plus a 93 water tank, C6-7.  Includes a tape
repaired 76 OB.

1045 Lionel prewar standard gauge 134 automatic station in original box, C7, includes a water stained OB that does have a nice
label on the sealed end of the box.

1046 Restored Lionel prewar O gauge 442 diner in original box, restored to look C8, OB is complete but opened from both ends
and has some tape repairs.

1047 Lionel prewar O gauge 98 coal tipple in original box, C7, OB is missing the original tape from the long seam but is sealed
on the label end and has some writing on the top.

1048 Lionel prewar O gauge 136 station, all original, C6 on one end and the roof, C7 on the other 3 sides. 

1049 Lionel prewar standard gauge 112 station, all original, C6-7.

1050 Lionel prewar standard gauge 214 boxcar with incorrect original box.  Car looks C7 but one side has a splotch of green
paint just under the roof line to the left of the doors.  The 215 OB is complete, solid and square

1051 Group of six Lionel prewar standard gauge 500 series freight cars to include a nice 517 caboose plus other cars in need of
parts or restored such as three 512 gondolas, repainted 511 lumber car and 514R boxcar.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

1052 Group of Lionel prewar accessories to include 082, 99N, 63, 53, 87, two 69 and 79.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with
no returns.

1053 Three nice Lionel prewar standard gauge accessories to include 87 crossing signal, 077 crossing gate, 82 semaphore and 
99N block signal, C7.

1054 Lionel prewar standard gauge 116 station, all original, C6-7.

1055 Lionel prewar O gauge 154 crossing signal all original, base is C7+, mast and signal heads are C7 and the sign is C6.

1056 Lionel prewar O gauge 438 signal tower in harder to find cream and red with black base, C6.

1057 Lionel prewar 812T tool set in original box, includes shovel, pick and hammer, C8.  OB is complete, solid and square and
includes the original paper wrap inside.
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1058 Lionel prewar standard gauge baby brown state passenger cars with original boxes to include 309 Pullman, 310 baggage
and 312 observation cars, C7.  Two boxes are properly stamped and dated 1931, the third box is dated 1937 and not
marked.

1059 Lionel prewar standard gauge 514 boxcar with brass trim and nickel journals, C7-8.

1060 Lionel prewar standard gauge two-tone blue passenger cars to include 309 Pullman, 310 baggage and 312 observation
cars, C7-8.

1061 Lionel prewar standard gauge 220 searchlight car with all nickel trim, C7- due to paint loss and faded lettering on the same 
side

1062 Lionel prewar O gauge 123 tunnel, complete but one tree has spread outward where the limbs attach to the trunk, otherwise 
C6-7.  The base measures 16 1/4” x 18 3/4” and it stands 9” tall.

1063 Three Lionel prewar standard gauge 205 freight containers, C6.

1064 Lionel prewar standard gauge 219 crane car in original box.  The crane is the later cream, red and light green version, C8
with a small factory touch up on the roof.  The original box is complete with some wear, a split corner and “crane” written 
in marker on one side.

1065 Lionel prewar standard gauge 219 crane car in original box.  Crane is peacock, dark green and red, C6-7.  The OB is
complete with wear as seen in the photos.

1066 Lionel prewar O gauge electric passenger set in pea green with 252 electric locomotive, two 529 Pullman and 530
observation cars .  Trains are C6-7 with the exception of one 529 roof which is C5-6.

1067 Boxed Lionel prewar O gauge 6207E steam freight set to include gunmetal 1689E steam locomotive, gunmetal 1689T
tender, 1679 boxcar, 1680 tank car, 1682 caboose and track.  Set box is complete with some water stains and a very nice
original label and price tag.  The inner boxes appear to be complete but do have some loose end flaps and may be missing
inner flaps.

1068 Lionel prewar standard gauge 217 caboose and a stripped 215 tank car.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1069 Lionel prewar semi-scale O gauge freight cars to include 2954 Pennsylvania boxcar, 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper and
2957 New York Central caboose, C6-7. 

1070 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 257 steam locomotive with copper and brass trim, 257T tender with
black crackle finish, two 529 Pullman (one with minor rust on the roof edge and two corroded box journals) and 530
observation cars, C6+ unless otherwise noted.

1071 Bing clockwork 25 Limited Vestibule Express No. 25 steam locomotive and tender.  Loco has the original key but does not
operate and is missing the drive rod from one side, C6.

1072 Lionel prewar standard gauge 92 floodlight tower in original box, C7.  The OB has clear tape on both ends but is complete,
solid and square otherwise.

1073 Large group of Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars to include 3814, 814, 813, 815, 810, two 2812, 2814, 3859, 2817, early
820 boxcar, two 2657, 3659, 1680, 2680, 2682, 2653, 2654, 2655 and 2657.

1074 Lionel prewar O gauge bridges and rheostat.  Includes two 270 bridges, one 106 bridge with two approaches and a 95
rheostat.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns. 

1075 Lionel prewar O gauge accessories to include two 184 bungalows (one painted and on tin lithographed) and two 191 villas
(one painted and one tin lithographed), C6.

1076 Lionel Postwar O gauge 156 station platform in original box, C7.  OB is complete, solid and square with original insert.
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1077 Three Lionel prewar standard gauge 281 bridges, all three are light green and include a track section, C6-7.

1078 Beautiful Hafner O gauge mechanical set in original box, C7-8.

1079 Group of Marx O gauge train accessories and boxes to include an empty 823 set box, 065 water tower, 421 twin light
crossing flasher, 436 searchlight tower and loose accessories such as a tin lithographed gantry crane, caution sign and a 436 
searchlight tower.

1080 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge 8 inch boxcars to include 2458 Pennsylvania, x2454 Pennsylvania Baby Ruth, three
3464 Santa Fe, two 3464 New York Central, 6454 Erie and 6454 Southern Pacific.  This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the 
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1081 Lionel Postwar O gauge Tuscan and blue 6468 Baltimore and Ohio double-door boxcars and a 6464-450 Great Northern 
boxcar.  Tuscan car has nice sides but serious fading spots on the roof, the blue 6468 is C6 and the 6464 is C7. 

1082 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars to include two 6462 and 6042 gondolas, unmarked flat car, 6119 work
caboose, 6465 orange and three 6465 Sunoco tank cars, two 6257, 6017 and unmarked red cabooses, red and black 6076
hoppers, 6014 boxcar,, 3462 milk car, 6646 stock car and 6673 rodeo car.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we
have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an
item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1083 Lionel Postwar O gauge 55 tie-jector in original box, test run only, C9.  Includes an unopened parts envelope and a
complete OB with original insert.  The box does have some storage wear and creases.

1084 Lionel Postwar O gauge 65 motorized hand car in original box, C9, test run only.  OB is complete, solid and square with a 
small tear on the front and includes a nice original insert.

1085 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 2348 Minneapolis and St. Louis GP-9 in original box, C8.  OB is complete, solid and
square nd is sealed on one end and also includes original Lionel wrap and a correct original instruction sheet.

1086 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2359 Boston and Maine GP-9 in original box, C7 but may clean up to a higher grade, loco has
been test run.  The OB is complete, solid and square with one sealed end and an intact display panel.

1087 Lionel Postwar O gauge 622 Santa Fe switcher in original box.  Early variation with 622 on the nose, 10 stanchions and a
bell ringer, C6-7.  The OB is worn with external tape repairs but has a nice original insert.

1088 Lionel Postwar O gauge 68 executive inspection car in original box, light run time, C7.  OB is complete, solid and square
and sealed on one end and includes an original instruction sheet.

1089 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2365 Chesapeake and Ohio GP-7 in original box, C7 but with a slightly bent rear railing.  The OB 
is complete, solid and square with one sealed end.

1090 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2242 New Haven F-3 AB set, C7 with no screw cracks and no battery damage.

1091 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2353 Santa Fe F-3 AA set in original boxes, C7, no battery damage and no screw cracks.  Both
original boxes has outer tape repairs but are still solid and square with original inserts.

1092 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2356 Southern F-3 ABA set in original boxes, no screw cracks and no battery damage, C7+.  The
P box is complete, solid and square but the other two boxes are worn with tape repairs.

1093 Mint unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 51 Navy switcher in original box, C9.  The OB is a brick with a small inner tape repair
on one tuck flap, also included are a mint original insert and a crisp original instruction sheet.

1094 Lionel Postwar O gauge 54 ballast tamper in original box, C7.  Includes a photocopied instruction sheet and two
reproduction track trips.  The OB is complete with an original insert.
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1095 Lionel Postwar O gauge 52 fire fighting car in original box, little to no run time, C8.  The OB is complete, solid and square 
but with faded lettering and includes a nice original insert.

1096 Lionel Postwar O gauge 53 Rio Grande snow plow in original box, very light run time, possibly just a test run, C7.  The 
OB is complete, solid and square but has a tape repaired end flap that was detached and includes a mint original insert and
a crisp original instruction sheet.

1097 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2367 Wabash F-3 AB set with an original box, no screw cracks and no battery damage, C6-7.  The 
OB is opened on both ends but complete. 

1098 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2245 MKT Texas Special F-3 AB set, no screw cracks and no battery damage, C7.

1099 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2338 Milwaukee Road GP-7 in original box, C6+ with some battery corrosion on the underside of
the frame.  The OB is complete, solid and square but has several punctures on the top and clear tape on the outside of the
opened end.

1100 Lionel Postwar O gauge No. 5F dealer service station universal test set. Cord end and feet are replacement, otherwise the
set is in very nice C7 condition with a clean face. A few small rust spots on the top just under the edge of the Super O
track. See photos for best description.

1101 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2337 Wabash GP-7 diesel locomotive. C7 condition with tight hairline crack at the front screw
hole and three small paint chips on the rear end of the locomotive.

1102 Lionel postwar and modern O gauge accessories including 45N gateman, 455 oil derrick missing bubble tube, 156 station
platform, boxed 317 trestle bridge, complete 927 lube kit, and modern 2308 news stand. Items in this group range from C6
+ to C7+.

1103 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 watt ZW transformer with reproduction box and inserts. Cord is original with the original
plug. C6-7 condition. 

1104 Lionel postwar four-car super streamliner aluminum passenger set no. 2234W, circa 1954 in individual original boxes and
set box containing; 2353P/2353T Santa Fe F3 AA diesel units, 2530 Railway Express baggage car, 2533 Silver Cloud
Pullman, 2532 Silver Range astra dome, 2531 Silver Dawn observation, UCS track section and instruction sheet. All boxes
include inserts and sheet of Lionel factory paper wrap. The boxes have all flaps, but multiple tape repairs , many inside the
box to the flaps. Trains are generally in C7 to C7+ condition. Light paint wear to the nose on the 2353T. Overall very
strong set with nice silver paint on the locomotives.

1105 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2243 A and B unit diesel locomotives. Locomotives are C6-7. Also included is 2534 Silver Bluff
and 2531 Silver Dawn observation missing the name plates. C6-7.

1106 Lionel Postwar O gauge motorized units including 68 inspection car with original box, shell is loose with rear screw
missing, 3360 burro crane, and 3927 track cleaning car with reproduction box. C6-7 

1107 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars including 6801-50 flat with boat, 6801-75 flat with boat, partial original boxes
included for both. Also included is 6414 auto loader, 6167 caboose, 6464-525 M& St. L boxcar, 3424 Wabash operating
boxcar,  and 6800 flatcar with beechcraft bonanza. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1108 Lionel prewar O gauge The Flying Yankee aluminum streamliner set including 616 power car with die-cast red top, 617
coach, 618 observation and two vestibules. All cars with fluted sides. C6 condition.

1109 Lionel prewar O gauge light blue passenger cars with gray roofs and inserts and black journals in worn OBs including; two
1630 Pullmans and a 1631 observation, lower C7 condition.
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1110 Prewar Lionel O gauge Flying Yankee articulated streamline diesel passenger train in original boxes, 616E powered unit,
two 617 coaches No. 616T vestibules, and 618 observation with No. 616T vestibule. Locomotive box missing one flap, all
three car boxes have one end replaced. Trains are nice and clean C7, with some scratches to the painted areas on the
locomotive and observation.

1111 Lionel prewar O gauge maroon passenger set no. 160 including; 150 New York Central Lines electric loco and two four-
wheel 600 Pullmans with black frames lettered NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES above the windows. The loco is C5 and 
the cars are C6.

1112 Prewar Lionel standard gauge No. 1 Electric Rapid Transit trolley with cream body, blue band, rubber stamped lettering, L 
shaped solid steps, solid cream clerestory roof, missing one coupler. Body is restored to C7 condition. Inside roof rubber
stamped with James McFarland. Motor and frame are original, motor missing hook that holds it to the rear axle. See photos
for best description. Motor spins freely.

1113 Lionel prewar accessories including 442 diner in original box, 280 bridge with worn original box, 270 bridge, 439 panel
board, three 205 freight containers, 56 lamp post, six 71 telegraph poles, and a bumper. This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the 
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1114 Lionel prewar O gauge prewar freight cars including 1680 Shell tank car, 1679 Baby Ruth boxcar, and 1682 Lionel Lines 
caboose. C6-7.

1115 Lionel Postwar O gauge 347 Cannon Firing Range. Looks C7+, however small nub missing from one of the four ammo 
boxes and a tight hairline crack between the thumb wheel and missile holder. 

1116 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2337 Wabash GP-7, no screw cracks and no battery damage, C7+.

1117 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2338 solid stripe Milwaukee Road GP-7, no screw cracks and no battery damage, C7-8.

1118 Mint Lionel Postwar O gauge 6517-60 TCA bay window caboose in original box, C9-10.  The OB is complete with wear
and a torn cellophane window.

1119 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6414 autoloader with yellow autos in original box, C9.  The autos do have roof rubs that 
can easily be cleaned off.  The OB is complete, solid and square and has a nice cellophane window that is loose along the
bottom edge.

1120 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6414 autoloader with red autos in original box, C7+.  The OB is extremely nice, complete, solid
and square but has some minor creases on both end flaps. 

1121 Lionel 550 miniature railroad figures set in original box, figures are C6-7.  The OB is complete but the insert is creased
along the front but the lid is very nice.

1122 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 2553 Canadian Pacific Blair Manor Pullman car in original box, C7-8.  The OB is
complete, solid and square with minor surface wear.

1123 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2554 Canadian Pacific Craig Manor Pullman car in original box, C7+.  The OB is complete, solid
and square with an inner tape repair on one end.

1124 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2552 Canadian Pacific Skyline 500 vista dome car in original box, C7.  OB is complete and square
with creases on the top and bottom.

1125 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2551 Canadian Pacific Banff Park observation car in original box, C7.  OB is complete and square
with some wear.
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1126 Lionel Postwar O gauge 50th anniversary passenger cars in original boxes to include 2481 Plainfield & 2482 Westfield 
Pullman and 2483 Livingston observation cars, C7-8.  All three OBs are worn with old tape on the outside on 
each end.

1127 Mint unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 3494-625 Soo Line operating boxcar in original box, C9-10, OB is complete, solid and 
square with light crease lines on the top and bottom.

1128 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6520 searchlight car with green generator in original box, C8, OB is missing the coupler 
protection flap and has minor wear otherwise.

1129 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6555 Sunoco tank car in correct over stamped original box.  Car is C8 with a frame stamped 2555 
but with 6555 decals on the sides.  Includes the correct OB that is very nice with an original insert.

1130 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6556 MKT Katy stock car in original box, C8, OB is complete but worn with inner tape repairs 
and some surface skinning on one end flap.

1131 Scarce Lionel Postwar O gauge 6817 flat car with Allis Chalmers scraper in original box.  Scraper is the scarce version
with a wire frame simulating a windshield, it is extremely nice with no damage and no missing parts, the flat car is unrun,
C8.  The OB is complete and solid with an intact perf window but is slightly concave in the front.  Includes a small piece of
cardboard that may be an original insert. 

1132 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6816 flat car with scarce light orange Allis Chalmers dozer, car is C7+, dozer is C8-9. 

1133 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3459 automatic dump car with aluminum tray, C7.

1134 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3366 operating circus car set in original box, C7+.  Includes parts envelope, original instruction
sheet, 364C, OTC lockon, 1 wire and a full box of 3366-100 horses.  The original box has several inner tape repairs and
does have some outer wear,

1135 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1464W diesel passenger set in original set box with 2033 master carton and a 2423 box.  set
includes silver 2033 Union Pacific Alco AA set with no pilot damage and no battery damage, 2422 Chatham & 2429 
Livingston Pullman and 2423 Hillside observation cars, C7.  All boxes are in nice shape, the Alco box is missing one of the
end inserts.

1136  Boxed Lionel Postwar O gauge 2521WS steam freight set to include 746 Norfolk and Western J class steam locomotive,
746W short stripe tender, 6430 trailer flat car 6424 automobile flat car, 6805 atomic energy disposal car, 3361X operating
lumber car, 3356 operating horse car set and 6557 smoking caboose.  Also includes three original instruction sheets,
unopened operating packet for the corral set, complete box of 3356-100 horses and a partial bottle of 909 smoke fluid, C7.
All boxes except the corral box are in nice shape.

1137 Lionel Postwar O gauge Union Pacific anniversary set with original boxes to include 2023 Union Pacific Alco AA set with
no battery damage, 2481 Plainfield & 2482 Westfield and 2483 Livingston observation cars.  Locos are C6-7, passenger 
cars are C7-8.  All four boxes are worn with missing inner flaps and some inner tape repairs.

1138 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6427-60 Virginian porthole caboose, C6.

1139 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6417-50 Lehigh Valley porthole caboose, C8.

1140 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6557 smoking caboose, C8.

1141 Lionel Postwar O gauge 58 Great Northern snow plow, 7 with light run time.

1142 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 3494-550 Monon operating boxcar in a brick original box, C7+.

1143 Boxed Lionel Postwar O gauge 1591 military train set to include 212 USMC Alco diesel, 6803, 6087 and 6809 flat cars
with Pyro military loads and 6017-60 USMC caboose, C7.  The loads are all original but one scope is broken off of the anti
aircraft gun.  The original boxes look great but all have some sort of wear from small tears to missing inner flaps.  The set
box is faded and has a lot of old tape residue. 
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1144 1950 Lionel Postwar O gauge steam passenger set to include 773 Hudson steam locomotive, 2426W tender, 2625 
Irvington, 2627 Madison and 2628 Manhattan heavyweight passenger cars, C7.

1145 Lionel Postwar O gauge 726 steam locomotive and 2426W tender with an original box.  Loco is an early variation with an
atomic motor, turned handrail stanchions and original smoke bulb, C6-7.  The 726 box is very nice complete, solid and
square with one sealed end and an original insert.

1146 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2032 Erie Alco AA set in master carton, no battery damage, C7.  Master carton has clear tape over 
the top flaps and is missing both insert end pieces.

1147 Lionel prewar O gauge 225E steam locomotive with 2235W tender and a 2672 Pennsylvania caboose, C6.

1148 Lionel Postwar O gauge 210 Texas Special Alco AA set, no pilot damage, C7.

1149 Lionel Postwar O gauge 218 Santa Fe Alco AA set with no pilot damage, C6+ but may clean up to a hiagher grade.

1150 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2041 Rock Island Alco AA set with no pilot damage, C7+.

1151 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2321 gray top Lackawanna FM diesel, screw cracks on both ends and minor battery damage inside
the compartment.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1152 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2331 black and yellow Virginian FM diesel, serious screw cracks on both ends but no battery 
damage.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1153 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2373 Canadian Pacific F-3 AA diesel set, no battery damage but the powered unit has a nose crack
from the bottom edge all the way up to the headlight as well as wear to the nose decal.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with
no returns.

1154 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2344 New York Central F-3 ABA set with no battery damage, no screw cracks and nice, clean 
shells with no mildew issues, C7+.  The porthole lenses all appear to be reproductions.

1155 Lionel Postwar O gauge motorized units to include 41 US Army Transportation Corps switcher and 3360 Burro
Crane.  The switcher does have one cracked window strut but both look C6-7.

1156 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1457B switcher freight set to include 6220 Santa Fe switcher, x3464 New York Central operating
boxcar, 6462 New York Central gondola, 6520 searchlight car with maroon generator, 6419 D.L. & W. work caboose, C6
-7.

1157 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1457B set box only, extremely nice and clean, complete, solid and square with the original price
tag from Montgomery Ward on one end.

1158 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1542 freight set with set box to include 520 box cab electric locomotive, 6012 gondola 6014X red
Pennsylvania baby Ruth boxcar, 6017 caboose and 6029 remote control track set, C7.  The set box is complete, solid and
square with some edge wear on the top flaps. 

1159 Saunders pressed steel Marvelous Mike electromatic tractor #1000 in original box, C7 but will likely clean up to C8 or
better.  The original box is extremely clean, complete, solid and square and includes the original insert,

1160 Great group of Lionel Postwar O gauge 3562 operating barrel cars with two original boxes to include -1 black with yellow
trough, -25 gray with blue lettering, -50 orange with blue lettering and -75 painted yellow with blue lettering, C7.  Includes
-50 and -75 original boxes that are both complete but the -50 has some slight tears at the end flap and tuck flap seams.

1161 Three Lionel Postwar O gauge 6468 double door boxcars to include Tuscan and Blue Baltimore and Ohio examples and a
-25 New Haven example, C6.

1162 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge electronic train components with two original boxes to include 671 steam turbine
locomotive, 4671W tender, two 4452 Pennsylvania gondolas, two 5459 operating dump cars and two 4454 Pennsylvania
Baby Ruth boxcars, C6.  Both OBs are worn with writing on one side.
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1163 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6456-75 glossy Lehigh Valley hopper in original box, C7.  The OB is complete, solid and square 
with minor wear to the end flaps and one small inner tape repair.

1164 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6468 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar in brick original box, C8-9 with light run time.

1165 1964 Lionel Postwar O gauge 12-149 773LTS master carton with a 736W box, complete, solid and square with some
surface skinning to the MC, 736W box is complete with some minor wear to the ends.  The master carton does have some
writing on top of the long inside flap.

1166 Scarce Lionel Postwar O gauge 2055 LTS master carton with 2055 steam locomotive and 6026W tender plus inner boxes,
C7.  The master carton is faded from water stains and the inside of the flaps have paper from the boxes or a catalog stuck to
them.  The top of the box has a sticker from Bostwick-Braun Co. shipped to Hines Hobby House as well as a tear to one
flap.  The 2055 inner box is worn on one end but otherwise complete but without an insert, the 6026W box is complete,
solid and square.

1167 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6151 flat car with range patrol truck in original box.  The flat car has a smudge of black ink
on the side but is otherwise mint and includes a nice original Pyro load, C8-9.  the OB is complete, solid and square.

1168 Four Lionel Postwar O gauge 3456 Norfolk and Western hoppers with two original boxes, C7 hoppers, both boxes are solid
and square but one is missing a tuck flap.

1169 Lionel Postwar O gauge 726 steam locomotive with 2426W tender, C6.

1170 Lionel Postwar O gauge 726 steamer with 2426W tender in original boxes.  loco is the early version with turned handrail
stanchions and flagstaffs with hexagonal bases, C6.  tender has a mildew issue in the paint but  still looks presentable.  The
loco box is complete with clear tape repairs on one end, the tender box is badly worn and incomplete.

1171 Lionel Postwar O gauge 736 steamer with 2671W Pennsylvania tender with silver lettering, C7, missing three marker light 
jewels.

1172 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2020 steam turbine locomotive with 2046W tender, C6-7. 

1173 Lionel Postwar O gauge 682 steam turbine locomotive with 2046W-50 tender, C6.

1174 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2056 Hudson steam locomotive with 2046W tender, C6+.

1175 Lionel Postwar O gauge 736 Berkshire steam locomotive with 2046W tender, C7.  Both OBs are complete, solid and
square.  The loco box has writing in pen on the sealed end.

1176 Lionel Postwar O gauge 665 Santa Fe style Hudson steam locomotive with 2046W tender in original boxes, C7+.  Loco
box is sealed on one end and complete, tender box is and insert type box and is missing one end flap but does have an
insert.

1177 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2056 Hudson steam locomotive with 2046W tender, C7.

1178 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2046 Hudson steam locomotive with 2046W tender in original boxes, C7.  Both OBs are very nice
but the tender box is missing the insert.

1179 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2333 Santa Fe F-3 AA set with an original box, no screw cracks and no battery damage, C6.
Includes a box for the powered unit that has duct tape on the opened end. 

1180 Lionel Postwar O gauge 205 Missouri Pacific Alco AA set plus 221 Rio Grande Alco A unit, no pilot damage to either
powered unit but the 205 dummy has a cracked pilot, C6.

1181 Lionel Postwar O gauge 229 Minneapolis and St. Louis Alco A unit with no pilot damage, C8.

1182 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2349 Northern Pacific GP-9, C7, may clean up to C8.
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1183 Lionel Postwar O gauge 671 steam turbine locomotive with 2671W Pennsylvania tender, C6-7.  Both OBs are very worn
with many missing flaps.

1184 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1615 switcher with slope back tender, C7-8.

1185 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1467W diesel freight set in original boxes to include 2023 Union Pacific Alco AA set with no
battery damage and no pilot damage, 6656 stock car, 6465 Sunoco two dome tank car, 6456 Lehigh Valley hopper and 
6357 caboose, C7.  Boxes are all complete and the Alco master carton has all three inserts.  The set box does have some
surface skinning on both ends but is otherwise complete.

1186 Lionel Postwar O gauge diesel freight set with four original boxes to include 2028 Pennsylvania GP-7 with nice lettering,
3359 twin bin dump car, 3562-50 operating barrel car with barrels, 3662 operating milk car with platform and 6517 bay
window caboose, C6-7.  All four freight cars have original boxes that do have some wear and one is missing and end flap.

1187 Lionel Postwar O gauge diesel passenger set to include 2328 GP-7, 2432 Clifton vista dome, 2435 Elizabeth Pullman and
2436 Summit observation cars, C6-7.

1188 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2421 Maplewood & 2422 Chatham Pullman and 2423 Hillside observation cars, C6. 

1189 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2400 Maplewood & 2402 Chatham Pullman and 2401 Hillside observation cars, C6-7.

1190 Lionel Postwar O gauge Presidential passenger cars to include two 2523 Garfield Pullman, 2522 Harrison vista dome and
2521 McKinley observation cars, C7+.

1191  Lionel Postwar O gauge red stripe passenger cars with original boxes to include 2442 Clifton vista dome, 2444 Newark &
2445 Elizabeth Pullman and 2446 Summit observation cars, C6-7.  Includes the 2442, 2444 and 2446 original boxes in nice
shape with no missing end flaps but could have missing inner flaps.

1192 Tough Lionel postwar O gauge 6044-1X Nestle McCalls boxcar.   One of the hardest plug door boxcars.  100% original
labels on both sides.  Body and labels are C8-9 although the labels are starting come loose and could be reglued.   Wheels
are unrun, light surface on axles, frame also has some surface rust also- easily replaced.   Very nice original car!

1193 Rare Lionel original box only for postwar O gauge 6044-1X Nestle McCalls boxcar.  This box is impossible to find and
even harder to find by itself.   Punchout fully intact, both end flaps are intact as well as the inner flaps however it is missing
one tuck flap.   Very, very hard box to find!

1194 Tough Lionel postwar O gauge 6414 auto loader with original postwar green autos with gray bumpers.  Loader is correct
loader with plastic trucks and the number to the left.  The autos are the correct length with Lionel Corp on the underside.
All bumpers are original and intact gray bumpers.  Not a put together piece.   Light shelf dust C7-8.  OB has all flaps, great
color and is correct for this piece.  One corner is slightly pushed in.

1195 Unusual Lionel postwar O gauge 6447 Pennsylvania caboose caboose.   Strong lettering, steps intact.  C7+.   OB has all
flaps intact, some creasing.

1196 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2400 Maplewood & 2402 Chatham Pullman and 2401 Hillside observation cars, C7. 

1197 Lionel Postwar O gauge tinplate passenger cars with flying shoe trucks to include two 2442 Pullman and 2443
observation cars, C6+.

1198 Lionel Postwar O gauge tinplate passenger cars with flying shoe trucks to include two 2430 Pullman and 2431
observation cars, C6 to C6+.

1199 Lionel Postwar O gauge tinplate passenger cars to include two 2440 Pullman and 2441 observation cars, C7.

1200 Lionel Postwar O gauge tinplate passenger cars to include two 6442 Pullman and 6422 observation cars, C7.
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1201 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-1 type I Western Pacific boxcar with red lettering in original box, C6 due to some chipped
steps as well as two small melt marks and other surface wear on one side only.  All of the noted wear can be hidden by
opening the door on one side of the car with the brake wheel to the left.  The OB is worn and may be missing inner flaps.

1202 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-1 Western Pacific boxcar in original box, C8 with light run time.  OB is solid and square
with some inner tape repairs.

1203 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464 -25 and -50 Minneapolis and St. Louis boxcars in original boxes, C7.  Boxes are solid and
square but may be missing inner flaps.

1204 Two Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-75 Rock Island boxcars with one original box.  Includes a type I body variation in C6
and an unrun type IV variation in C8 as well as a brick OB.

1205 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-125 New York Central boxcar in original box, C7.  OB is complete with some wear.

1206 Four Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-150 Missouri Pacific boxcars in original boxes to include four different variations.
They include three type IIa, one with split painted door, another of the same with NEW 3 54 on the side and the last with a
split painted door and NO NEW on the sides.  the last example is a type IIb with Eagle to the left and 6464150 to the right
of the door.  All four are C7

1207 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-175 Rock Island boxcar in original box, C8.  OB is complete, solid and square with
surface skinning on one end flap.

1208 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-225 Southern Pacific boxcar in original box, C7+.  OB is complete, solid and square.

1209 Two Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-275 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine type IIa boxcars in original boxes with
grooves on the sides.  One is a blue mold, one is a white mold.  Blue mold is C7, white mold is C6, includes two different
OBs that are complete, solid and square.

1210 Mint Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-275 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine type IIa boxcar in original box, C9-10.  OB
is the tougher perf box that does have some wear and minor tape repairs.

1211 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-275 State of Maine boxcar in original box with BAR only on the sides where the numbering
would normally be, C7.  OB is complete with some creases and storage wear.

1212 Mint Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-250 Western Pacific boxcar in original box, C9.  OB is complete with storage wear.

1213 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-250 1967 TCA convention car in original box.  Car includes the original door inside and the
replacement door on the side is aluminum on the inside but brass colored on the outside indicating that it is all original.  It
is also stamped on the bottom with a white rubber stamp indicating that it is from the 13th national TCA convention.  The
OB is an over-stickered box with a cellophane window.

1214 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-300 type IIa split door Rutland boxcar in original box, C9.  OB is complete, solid and
square.

1215 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-300 type IIb heat stamped Rutland boxcar in original box, C8.  OB is complete, solid
and square with “Dennis” written in marker on one side.

1216 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-300 rubber stamped Rutland boxcar in original box, C8.  OB is missing one end flap
and has some water stains, otherwise pretty nice. 

1217 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-325 Baltimore and Ohio Sentinel boxcar in original box, C8-9.  OB is solid and
square with one clear tape repair on the outside.

1218 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-350 MKT Katy boxcar in original box with light run time, C7+.  OB in worn with some
missing inner flaps. 
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1219 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-375 Central of Georgia boxcar in original box with red lettering, C9.  OB is complete
with cellophane window but has some writing on the front.

1220 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-375 Central of Georgia boxcar with maroon lettering in original box, C9.  OB is 
complete, solid and square with intact cellophane window but has five dots in marker on one end flap.

1221 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-400 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar in original box, C7, includes a brick OB.

1222 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-400 type IV boxcar in original box with interior roof ribs, C7.  Includes a brick
Hillside checkerboard OB.

1223 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-425 New Haven boxcar in original box, C7.  Includes a brick OB.

1224 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-450 Great Northern type IIb boxcar in original box , C7- due to partial loss of decal on one
side.  OB is complete, solid and square.

1225 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-450 type IV Great Northern boxcar in original box, C8.  OB is a brick with intact
cellophane window.

1226 Mint Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-475 dark purple Boston and Maine boxcar in original box, C9-10.  OB is complete,
solid and square with some surface wear and sun faded.

1227 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-500 type IIa Timken boxcar in original box, C7+, includes a  brick OB.

1228 Minty Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-500 Glen Uhl Timken boxcar, C8-9 but has been run and is missing the mounting
screw for the shell.

1229 Mint Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-510 New York Central boxcar in original box, C9.  OB is complete, solid and square
but has writing in pen on the top and bottom.

1230 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-515 MKT Katy boxcar, C7-.

1231 High grade Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-515 box only.  Brick OB is complete, solid and square with no missing flaps or
tape repairs and extremely nice and clean with no fading or water stains.

1232 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-525 type IIb Minneapolis and St. Louis boxcar in an over stamped -150 original box, C7+,
includes a brick OB.

1233 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-525 type IIb Minneapolis and St. Louis boxcar in original box, C7+, includes a
box that is complete, solid and square but has some surface wear.

1234 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-525 type IV Minneapolis and St. Louis boxcar in original picture box, C8-9
but has a small chip out of one wheel that may even be a mold flaw.  The OB is complete, solid and square with
considerable surface wear.

1235 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-650 type IIb Rio Grande boxcar in original box, C7-8, includes a brick OB.

1236 Unusual Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-650 type IIb Rio Grande boxcar molded in buttercup yellow, C7.

1237 Mint Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-650 type IV Rio Grande boxcar in original box, C9-10, includes a very nice OB with
intact cellophane window but with minor shelf wear.

1238 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-700 type IV Santa Fe boxcar in original box, C8.  OB is missing one inner flap and
has writing on one end flap.

1239 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-700 type IV Santa Fe boxcar in original box, C7-8, includes complete box
with intact cellophane window that does have shelf and storage wear.
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1240 Three Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-725 New Haven boxcars to include two orange with black lettering, C7+ (one is
unrun), and one black with white lettering, C6-7.  Includes two nice original boxes to include one picture box that is a brick
and one cellophane window box that is in great shape with minor wear.

1241 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-825 type IIa Alaska boxcar in original box, C8.  OB is missing the push tab and has
many inner tape repairs.

1242 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-900 New York Central boxcar in original box, C8, OB is complete, solid and square
with writing on one end flap in grease pencil. 

1243 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6807 flat car with DUKW Duck boat in original box, C8.  OB is worn with many inner tape
repairs and missing both coupler protection flaps.

1244 Mint Lionel Postwar O gauge 55 tie-jector car in original box, C9 with a complete, solid and square OB and crisp original 
insert plus an unopened parts packet and original inspection slip.

1245 Scarce Lionel Postwar O gauge 455 apple green oil derrick with red top in original box, C6+.  OB is very nice but has no
original insert.

1246 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2460 glossy gray cab crane in original box with original inserts, C6-7.  OB has surface and storage
wear with exterior tape repairs on both end flaps.

1247 Lionel Postwar O gauge 53 Rio Grande snow plow in original box with original insert, C7, no damaged window struts.  OB 
has exterior tape repairs but is complete, solid and square with a crisp insert.

1248 Lionel Postwar O gauge aluminum passenger car set to include 2530 baggage, 2532 Silver Range vista dome, 2533 Silver
Cloud & 2534 Silver Bluff Pullman and 2531 Silver Dawn observation cars, C7.

1249 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2542 Betsy Ross vista dome, 2543 William Penn & 2544 Molly Pitcher Pullman and 2541 
Alexander Hamilton observation cars, C6 but might clean up to look C7.

1250 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3672 operating Bosco milk car with platform and five Bosco cans.  Car is C7, platform is C6, and 
cans look C7.

1251 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3927 track cleaning car in original box, C7 with two original fluid bottles.  OB is a brick but has
no original insert.

1252  Lionel Postwar O gauge 2353 Santa Fe F-3 ABA set, with no screw cracks but does have battery damage and the powered 
unit nose is poorly repainted.  Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1253 Lionel Postwar O gauge Santa Fe passenger cars to include two 2412 vista dome and 2416 observation cars, C6.

1254 Boxed Lionel Postwar O gauge 1451WS steam freight set to include 2026 steam locomotive, 6466WX tender, 3464 New
York Central operating boxcar, 6462 New York Central gondola nd 6257 SP type caboose, C6.  Set box is complete with a
faded label, inner boxes are missing a total of two end flaps and may be missing other inner flaps as well.

1255 Lionel Postwar O gauge 497 coaling station with light green roof in original box, C7 with both roof tabs broken off.  OB is
complete, solid and square but no original inserts are included.

1256 Lionel Postwar O gauge 415 diesel fueling station in original box, C7 with a complete parts packet.  The OB is complete
with old packing tape on the top flaps and edges. 

1257 Lionel Postwar O gauge 282 portal gantry crane in original box, C7, OB is worn with a partially missing outer flap and
writing in marker on one side and one end.

1258 Lionel Postwar O gauge 334 dispatching board in original box, C7, OB is complete with three original inserts.
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1259 Lionel Postwar O gauge 455 oil derrick in original box, C7, includes parts packet with complete set of parts.  OB is 
complete but does have some water stains but does include the original insert.

1260 Gorgeous Lionel prewar O gauge 442 illuminated diner in original box, C8, OB is complete and sealed on one end but is 
missing the majority of the label.

1261 Tough Lionel Postwar O gauge 462 derrick platform set in original box, C8, includes a nice OB with both original inserts 
and a crisp original instruction sheet.

1262 Lionel Postwar O gauge 460 piggyback transportation set in original box, C7-, OB is complete and in nice shape and 
includes a clean original instruction sheet.

1263 Lionel Postwar O gauge 397 operating coal loader in original box, 7, OB is complete, solid and square with a very nice
label and includes a nice original instruction sheet.

1264 Two Lionel Postwar O gauge 445 operating witch towers in original boxes, C7.  Includes one parts envelope, one original
instruction sheet and one inspection slip.  Both OBs are complete but one has minor water damage.

1265 Five Lionel Postwar O gauge 71 lamp posts in original boxes, C7.  All five OBs are worn with missing flaps.

1266 Lionel Postwar O gauge 157 platform with red base and a missing fence section and a 128 animated newsstand in original 
boxes, C7 unless otherwise noted, both OBs are complete, solid and square but may have tape residue.

1267 Three Lionel prewar and postwar O gauge lamp posts in original boxes to include light green and pea green 56 lamp posts
and a maroon 58 lamp post, C7-8 although one 56 diffuser is cracked.  One OB is missing all flaps from one end and the
other two appear to be complete with shelf wear. 

1268 Tough Lionel prewar O gauge 165 remote crane with gray painted structure, C6.  Includes an original controller that has
been rewired 

1269   Lionel Postwar O gauge 3472 operating milk car with platform and 3656 operating cattle car with corral and all
peripherals.  The two cars are C7, the corral is C6 and the platform is C5.  The 3472 OB is very nice with a crisp insert, the
3656 box is worn with tape repairs and a water stained inserts and inner box.

1270 Six Lionel Postwar O gauge 58 lamp posts in original boxes, C7, all six OBs are complete, solid and square with little to no
wear.

1271 Two Lionel Postwar O gauge 193 water towers in original boxes, one with a black superstructure the other with a red
superstructure, C6-7.  Both OBs are faded and have surface wear, one includes an original insert and original instruction
sheet.

1272 Two Lionel Postwar O gauge 352 ice depot sets in original boxes to include one red and one brown accessory, two 6352
Pacific fruit Express reefers, eleven ice cubes, two wires, two No. 90 controllers and one original instruction sheet, C6-7.
One OB is very nice with an original insert, the second is complete but somewhat worn. 

1273 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories in original boxes to include 362 operating barrel loader with complete parts set 
but has a reproduction plastic chute, 256 freight station and 356 automatic freight station with one damaged and
one undamaged freight truck plus damaged fence.  Everything is C6 range but may clean up to be a little better.

1274 Unused Lionel Postwar O gauge 342 culvert loader in original box with X designating that it was a set component.  The
6342 New York Central gondola is unrun and the accessory appears to have never been used, C8.  The parts packet is still
sealed and the original box is complete, solid and square and includes both original inserts. 

1275 Lionel Postwar O gauge 264 operating forklift set and 6264 lumber car in original boxes, C7, one car is missing all of the
timbers, parts envelope is missing all parts except the timbers, set box is complete, solid and square with original insert d
the separate sale 6264 box is missing and end flap from one end.
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1276 Lionel Postwar O gauge 30 water tower in original box with unmarked parts envelope with unused contents, C8.  OB is
missing part of an outer flap and has grease pencil writing on one side and one end.

1277 Two Lionel Postwar O gauge 356 coal ramps and a 364 lumber loader in original boxes, C6-7.  Includes one complete 356
with an unopened parts envelope and all of the peripherals, one used 356 ramp with a broken cable and a nice 364 lumber
loader with three logs and a 364C controller and 160 bin.  All three OBs are complete with some wear.

1278 Two Lionel Postwar O gauge 400 Budd cars with original boxes, C6-7, OBs are complete, solid and square with one sealed
end each and original inserts.

1279 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2363 Illinois Central F-3 AB set with black lettering, no screw cracks and no battery damage, C7.

1280 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 2429 Livingston Pullman car in original box, C8, OB is complete, solid and square with a
torn end flap and grease pencil writing on one side. 

1281 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2033 Union Pacific Alco AA set in a brick master carton, c7+ with no pilot damage and no battery
damage, OB is complete with all three insert pieces.

1282 Lionel Postwar O gauge ZW 275 watt transformer in original box with three of the four insert pieces.  C8 transformer, all
original with a nice supple cord, OB is complete, solid and square and very clean.

1283 Lionel prewar O gauge 76 warning bell and shack with gray post in original box, C6-7.  OB is complete with clear tape
repair on the corner seam and a complete but slightly worn label. 

1284 Lionel Postwar O gauge 736 Berkshire steam locomotive and 2671W Pennsylvania tender in original boxes, C7.  Loco box
is very nice but has no insert, tender box is worn with old Christmas tape on the end flaps.

1285 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3656 operating cattle car set in original box.  The car has scarce black lettering and is C6+.  The
corral is C7 and includes a 364C controller and a set of cattle figures.  Both OBs are worn and the set box has missing inner
flaps and inner tape repairs. 

1286 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3356 operating horse car and corral in original box, C7, includes most of the peripherals and a nice 
OB with a crisp original insert. 

1287 Lionel prewar standard gauge 134 automatic station in original box, C6.  OB is complete with a sealed label end.

1288 Lionel Postwar O gauge 313 Bascule bridge in original box, C6-7.  OB has writing on one end and one smaller insert piece 
inside.

1289 `Lionel Postwar O gauge 2245 MKT Texas Special F-3 AB set, C6 with no screw cracks and no battery damage.

1290 Lionel Postwar O gauge 164 lumber loader with controller and 3461 automatic lumber car in original boxes, C6 to C6+, 
includes ten original logs, a nice 164 box with a sealed label end and a worn 3461x box.  Controller is nice but the original
wire is hard and brittle.

1291 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6475 pickle car, C7, and an unrun 6475 pineapple car with one original box, C8-9.  Includes a
6475 pickle car box with intact perf window. 

1292 Three unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge military cars with two worn original boxes to include 3619 helicopter reconnaissance
car, 3349 turbo missile firing car and 3330 flat car with submarine kit, C7-8.  The cars include 3330 and 3349 and both are
well worn.

1293 Four Lionel Postwar O gauge quad hoppers in original boxes to include 6736 Detroit & Mackinac, 6436-25 black Lehigh
Valley, 6446 Norfolk and Western and 6436 maroon Lehigh Valley, C7.  All four OBs are complete, solid and square.

1294 Four Lionel Postwar O gauge cars with three original boxes to include 6428 mail car, 3434 operating chicken sweeper,
6445 Fort Know gold car and 3435 traveling aquarium car, C7-8.  Includes three worn OBs.
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1295 Lionel Postwar O gauge passenger cars in original boxes to include two 2421 Maplewood & 2422 Chatham Pullman
and 2423 Hillside observation cars, C6.  Includes four OBs, the 2422 is missing one coupler protection flap but 
the other three are complete, solid and square.

1296 Group of Noma talking stations. The main mechanism is present on all four stations. This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1297 Lionel and Marx postwar O gauge items including 2350 New Haven EP-5 C6, New Haven 6464-725 C7, blue letter no. 60
operating trolley with original box C7, and repainted Marx 999 steam locomotive C7. See photos for best description.


